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[57] ABSTRACI‘ 
Methods and circuits for implementing them determine 
the phase angle of a complex electrical signal from the 
in-phase and quadrature components of the signal by 
truncating the magnitudes of the real and imaginary 
components of the signal and combining them to form 
an address which is then used to access a lookup table 
containing angular values. However, if both of the val 
ues are small, before they are truncated they are both 
expressed in terms of a lowest common exponent, i.e., 
shifted left as much as possible without affecting their 
ratio. The phase angle from — 180 to +180 degrees may 
be found directly from the lookup table, or, in an alter 
native variation on the method, a single-quadrant angle 
is looked up in a shorter table and then supplemented 
according to quadrant information contained in the 
signs of the values to produce the total phase angle. 
Circuits are disclosed for implementing both methods 
for inputs in 2’s complement or sign and magnitude 
form. 

14 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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CIRCUIT AND METHOD FOR DETERMINING 
THE PHASE ANGLE OF A COMPLEX 

ELECTRICAL SIGNAL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to the ?elds of electronic spec 
trum analysis and methods and circuits used to perform 
calculations and approximations of trigonometric func 
tions, and more particularly to methods and circuits for 
determining the phase angle of a complex electrical 
signal in a spectrum analysis instrument. 
A spectrum analyzer is an electronic instrument for 

providing a frequency domain view of an electrical 
signal. In a digital spectrum analyzer, a series of ampli 
tude measurements of the signal under analysis are 
made over time and the values measured are converted 
to digital words. This stream of digital words represent 
ing amplitude values of the signal over a series of times 
is information in the time domain. A Fourier transform 
of this time domain information produces a frequency 
domain description of the same information. This fre 
quency domain description of the electronic signal 
under analysis can be displayed to an operator as a 
graph of power amplitude versus frequency, allowing 
the operator to analyze the signal’s spectral content. 

In a digital spectrum analyzer continuously monitor 
ing a wideband spectrum, a large number of phase angle 
calculations must be performed very rapidly. When a 
complex electrical signal has been characterized by a 
pair of data sets representing the in-phase and quadra 
ture components of that signal over time, the phase 
angle of the signal as a function of time may be calcu 
lated by taking the arctangent of the quotient of the two 
values that describe the signal at each point: 

where x(t) is the in-phase component of the signal, 
and y(t) is the quadrature component of the signal. 
However, in a digital computer, division is a rather 

cumbersome and time consuming operation which it is 
desirable to avoid if alternative methods are available. 
Similarly, known techniques for taking the arctangent 
of a quantity also involve cumbersome calculations or 
lookups from an extensive table or a combination of 
lookups and interpolation calculations. What is desired 
is a method for simplifying the determination of phase 
angle, so that many of these determinations can be ac 
complished quickly enough to provide realtirne phase 
information for a high speed digital spectrum analyzer 
monitoring a wide bandwidth continuously. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is a method, and circuitry to 
implement it, for rapidly determining the phase angle of 
a complex electrical signal from the in-phase and quad 
rature components of the signal. The values of the real 
and imaginary components of the signal are truncated 
and combined to form an address which is then used to 
access a lookup table containing angular values. How 
ever, if both of the values are small, before they are 
truncated they both are expressed in terms of a lowest 
common exponent, i.e., shifted left as much as possible 
without affecting their ratio, so as to maximize the effi 
ciency and accuracy of the lookup process. 

In one variation on the method, the values including 
their signs are used to access a table of angular values 
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2 
from —l80 to +180 degrees. In another variation on 
the method, the signs of the components of the signal 
are used to determine which quadrant the signal is in, so 
that an angle from O to 90 degrees, found by accessing 
a shorter lookup table, can be supplemented appropri 
ately to produce the total phase angle of the signal. 

Circuits for implementing both variations on the 
method include parallel shifters and memories con 
nected so that the shifted and truncated outputs of the 
parallel shifters access the lookup table in one of the 
memories, while the other memory acts as a shifter 
controller, determining the maximum amount that both 
values can be shifted without altering their ratio. One 
circuit uses less memory for a lookup table that only 
contains angular values from O to 90 degrees, but re 
quires additional circuit elements to supplement that 
angle with quadrant information. 

In versions of the circuit designed to accept input 
values in 2’s complement form, additional circuitry is 
included to convert the truncated values to sign and 
magnitude form. The magnitude portion of the output 
of this conversion circuitry is then used to form the 
lookup table address, while the sign bits are used as 
input to the angle supplementing circuitry. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic spectrum 
analyzer embodying the invention. 
FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a circuit for perform 

ing the shift, truncate, 4-quadrant lookup method on 2’s 
complement input values. 
FIG. 2B is a block diagram of a particular circuit for 

performing the shift, truncate, four-quadrant lookup 
method on 2’s complement input values. 
FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a circuit for perform 

ing the shift, truncate, single-quadrant lookup and com 
bine method on 2’s complement input values. 
FIG. 3B is a block diagram of a particular circuit for 

performing the shift, truncate, single-quadrant lookup 
and combine method on 2’s complement input values. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a circuit for performing 

the shift, truncate, single-quadrant lookup and supple 
ment method on input values expressed in sign and 
magnitude form. 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a circuit for performing 

the shift, truncate, four-quadrant lookup method on 
input values expressed in sign and magnitude form. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, a spectrum analyzer is shown 
connected to a host computer 120 and color display 110 
over a standard VME bus 90 through VME bus link 80 
and display controller 100. Electrical signal inputs are 
ampli?ed or attenuated as appropriate by Analog Front 
End 10 for digital sampling by A/D Converter 20. 
Digital Down Converter 30 shifts the 10 MHz input 
bandwidth down by a selectable frequency between 500 
Hz and 9.9995 MHz., then performs a complex low pass 
filtering process on the resulting complex signal, and 
provides the ?ltered output, suitably decimated, to the 
Parallel Complex Filter Bank 40. The Parallel Complex 
Filter Bank 40 performs a Fast Fourier Transform on 
the 5 MHz complex signal, producing the raw spectral 
data from which the Power/ Phase Calculation circuitry 
50 can generate meaningful spectral information. The 
Real Time Interface 60 presents the spectral data to 
Display Formatting circuitry 70 which organizes it for 
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transmission through the VME Bus Link 80 and VME 
Bus 90 to the Display Controller 100 and Color Display 
110 where it can be monitored by an operator. The 
operator can store the spectral data on Hard Disk 150 
via Disk Controller 140 by controlling operation 
through the Host Computer 120 from Front Panel Key 
board 130. 

In a high speed digital spectrum analyzer of the type 
shown in FIG. 1, it is necessary for the Power/Phase 
Calculation circuitry 50 to perform numerous determi 
nations of the phase angle of complex signals expressed 
as the sum of an in-phase and quadrature components, 
x(t) +j"y(t). The instantaneous phase angle can by cal 
culated by taking the arctangent of the quotient of the 
real and imaginary parts of the signal at a particular 
point in time: 

However, as has been noted above, division and find 
ing the arctangent function are operations which can be 
troublesome to perform directly. Consequently, the 
following methods, which are variations on the same 
idea, have been developed for use in the Power/Phase 
Calculation circuitry 50: 

Shift, Truncate, 4-Quadrant Lookup Method (2’s 
compl. input): 

This method anticipates that the input values of x(t) 
and y(t) be in 2’s complement form and normalized to a 
maximum value of one minus one least signi?cant bit. It 
then consists of the following steps: 

1. IF the most signi?cant bit of each value is the same 
as the second most signi?cant bit of the corresponding 
value, SHIFT both values left one bit. Repeat this step 
as many times as the most signi?cant bit and the second 
most signi?cant bit of both values match. This step 
preserves the ratio between the x and y values, while 
effectively amplifying them to produce more precise 
results. 

2. Truncate (or round off) the values. 
3. Address a table using the two truncated values to 

obtain an angle from -— 180 to +180 degrees. 

Shift, Truncate, l-Quadrant Lookup & Combine 
Method (2’s compl): 

This method anticipates that the input values of x(t) 
and y(t) be in 2’s complement fractional form and nor 
malized to a maximum value of one minus one least 
signi?cant bit. It then consists of the following steps: 

1. IF the most signi?cant bit of each value is the same 
as the second most signi?cant bit of the same value, 
SHIFT both values left one bit. Repeat this step as 
many times as the most signi?cant bit and the second 
most signi?cant bit of both values match. This step 
preserves the ratio between the x and y values, while 
effectively amplifying them to produce more precise 
results. 

2. Truncate (or round oft) the values. 
3. Convert the values from 2’s complement fractional 

form to sign plus magnitude fractional form. 
4. Address a table using the magnitude portion of the 

two truncated values to obtain an angle from 0 to 90 
degrees. 

5. Supplement the angle according to the sign bits of 
the values to obtain the total phase angle. 
Note on sequence of steps: Because the size of the 

table of the addressing step depends on the length of the 
address used, the shifting and truncation steps logically 
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4 
preceed the addressing step. And, because the conver 
sion from 2’s complement to sign plus magnitude form 
takes more hardware resources for longer numbers, in 
many applications it will be desirable to perform the 
truncation step before the converting step. Finally, the 
shifting step must preceed the truncation step so that 
small fractional values are left shifted and effectively 
multiplied as much as they can be without altering the 
ratio between the values before any information is lost 
in the truncation. 

In the supplementing step, the total phase angle 
(-180 to +180 degrees) is obtained by combining the 
locked up angle with quadrant information according 
to the signs of the y(t) and x(t) values and the following 
relationships: 

SUPPLEMENTING THE LOOKED UP ANGLE 

Sign y(t) Sign x(t) TOTAL ANGLE 

+ + 0 + angle 
+ — 180 — angle 

— — angle — 180 

— + 0 — angle 

Continuing now with the variations on the basic 
method: 

Shift, Truncate, 4-Quadrant Lookup Method 
(Sign+Mag. input): 

This method anticipates that the input values of x(t) 
and y(t) be in sign plus magnitude fractional form and 
normalized to a maximum value of one minus one least 
signi?cant bit. It then consists of the following steps: 

1. IF the most signi?cant bits of the magnitude por 
tions of both values are zeros, SHIFT the magnitude 
portion of both values left one bit disgarding the prior 
most signi?cant bit. Repeat this step as many times as 
the most signi?cant bits of the magnitude portions of 
both values are zero. (Again, this step preserves the 
ratio between the x and y values, while effectively am 
plifying them to produce more precise results.) 

2. Truncate (or round off) the values. 
3. Address a table using the two truncated values, 

including their sign bits, to obtain an angle from — 180 
to +180 degrees. 

Shift, Truncate, l-Quadrant Lookup & Combine 
Method (Sign+Mag. input): 

This method anticipates that the input values of x(t) 
and y(t) be in sign plus magnitude fractional form and 
normalized to a maximum value of one minus one least 
signi?cant bit. It then consists of the following steps: 

1. IF the most signi?cant bits of the magnitude por 
tions of both values are zeros, SHIFT the magnitude 
portion of both values left one bit disgarding the prior 
most signi?cant bit. Repeat this step as many times as 
the most signi?cant bits of the magnitude portions of 
both values are zero. (Again, this step preserves the 
ratio between the x and y values, while effectively am 
plifying them to produce more precise results.) 

2. Truncate (or round off) the values. 
3. Address a table using the combined magnitude 

portions of the two truncated values to obtain an angle 
from 0 to 90 degrees. 

4. Supplement the angle according to the sign bits of 
the values to obtain the total phase angle. 
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The step of shifting away any leading bits that are 
merely place-holders can be viewed as multiplication, 
or, even more generally, as expressing the same value in 
terms of a different exponent and corresponding man 
tissa. Viewed this way the shifting step is really a search 
for the minimum common exponent of the two values, 
so that their mantissas can be multiplied by the base 
(two, in the case of binary) as many times as possible 
without changing the ratio of the two values. 
To appreciate the how the combination of the shifting 

step and the truncation step work together, consider the 
ratio of two positive 32-bit binary numbers (shown with 
the sign bit separated from the magnitude bits by a 
binary point): 

0.0000001 
(1/128) and 

0000000001 
(1/512) 

The ratio of these two numbers is 4:1. Division could 
be performed to get a “4”, and then the arctangent of 
that number could be calculated. To avoid calculating 
the arctangent function and performing a division, the 
numbers in the ratio can be used as an address and the 
arctangent looked up based on the different possible 
values of the ratio between the two numbers. However, 
if a table is constructed to be accessed directly by all 
combinations of these numbers, it is going to be a pro 
hibitively large table. If the 31 bits of magnitude infor 
mation from each of these values is combined into a 
single 62 bit address, the corresponding table would 
have 2 62, or approximately ?ve billion billion, loca 
t1ons. 

If these numbers are truncated (or rounded off) di 
rectly, too much of one or both quantities can be lost, 
leading to wildly erroneous results: 

OIXXXXX) 1 
011300000 

(1/128) 
(0/128) 

and 

This alters the ratio from 4:1 to 1:0, or in?nity. 
If, however, the conditional shifting procedure de 

scribed above is followed, both numbers can be shifted 
left until they appear as: 

00ununnunnunnnuu 

(i) 

(t) 

and 
0.001 

Now the ratio of 4:1 between these two numbers has 
been preserved, but they have both been multiplied by 
two six times, or, alternatively, they can be viewed as 
having had their base-2 exponent changed by six. Trun 
eating‘ the last eight bits of both numbers now produces: 

0.1001000 
0.00l0000 

(l) 
(5) 

Each of these shifted and truncated numbers now 
contains a single sign bit and seven hits of magnitude 
information. The ratio of the numbers has been pre 
served, but using the last seven bits of these two num 
bers as the basis for an address to a lookup table leads to 
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6 
an address that is fourteen bits long and a table of a 
much more satisfactory length, 2 14 or approximately 
sixteen thousand possibilities. This size of table is conve 
niently (commercially) available and provides suf?cient 
phase angle resolution for most purposes. 
With the base angle for the quadrant established by 

the sign bits, and the exact angle within the quadrant 
determined by reference to a table addressed by the 
conditionally shifted and truncated remaining portions 
of the numbers, combining the base and looked-up an 
gles will produce the desired total phase angle. 
The following example shows an analogous proce 

dure being followed with an input that consists of nega 
tive numbers in 2’s complement form. Suppose the two 
numbers for y(t) and x(t) are, respectively: 

l.llll0l 
(-3/64) 

0uuuunuuuunnu 

(-7/64) 

The two negative sign bits will access the quadrant 
whose base angle is 180°. Our more generalized rule for 
conditional shifting will result in both numbers being 
shifted three places to the left. (Since both numbers end 
in O’s, US will be ?lled in on the right for both numbers, 
but this does not matter because these bits will usually 
be truncated or rounded off anyway.) Before these 
numbers are shifted, they have the ratio of 3:7. After the 
numbers are shifted, they are: 

And, the ratio of 3:7 is preserved. The next step in the 
process is to truncate these numbers to the length re 
quired for addressing the lookup table, in our example 8 
bits: 

1.1010000 ( 
1.0010000 ( 

These truncated numbers are then converted, since 
they are negative, to their sign and magnitude positive 
equivalents: 

0.0110000 
0.1110000 

(i) 
(3) 

Again, the ratio of 3:7 is preserved, and now they are 
the positive numbers that are needed to access the table 
of angles between 0 and 90 degrees. While some infor 
mation is lost by this truncation (or rounding oft) step, 
the conditional shifting step has ensured that the most 
signi?cant bits are occupied by meaningful numbers 
that adequately describe the ratio of the two values. If 
the conditions for shifting are not satis?ed, the numbers 
in the most signi?cant bit locations are already mean 
ingful. 
To continue the example, the two magnitude portions 

of the values are now combined to form an address, an 
address which in this case is 14 bits long: 
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01100001110000 

This address is then used ‘to access a lookup table of a 
length, 16,384, corresponding to the length of this ad 
dress work. The width of the word stored in this table 
may vary, but 16 bits is a very suitable width for a table 
of 16k length. Depending on the application, less preci 
sion might suf?ce. For most applications, however, one 
wishes to have suf?cient precision in the output of the 
table so that little or nothing is contributed to the total 
error of the result by any imprecision of the table. 
For cases where the values of x(t) and y(t) happen to 

be perfectly accurate representations of the signal, 16 
bits of table width will allow the angular value to be 
read out of the table with a precision of four decimal 
places, of which two are to the left of the decimal point 
and two are to the right of it. Representing the integer 
portion of the angular values from 0 to 90 degrees re 
quires 7 bits of the available 16, leaving 9 bits to repre 
sent the fractional portion of the angular value. The 9 
bits are 1 bit short of being able to accurately convey 
three decimal places of fractional angular value, and are 
more than enough to give precise values in the second 
fractional decimal place for readouts in the form of: 
XX.XX. 
For those cases where the values of x(t) and y(t) do 

not happen to be perfectly accurate representations of 
the signal, and may be off by one least signi?cant bit, the 
accuracy of the readout is controlled by these errors in 
x(t) and y(t) rather than by the precision available from 
the length of the table. The smallest error in the angular 
output which will arise from a single bit difference in 
the value of x(t) and y(t) can be calculated. It occurs 
when one of the values is maximum, that is one minus 
one least signi?cant bit (1-—lsb), and the other is one 
least signi?cant bit, l/ 128. For this condition, the least 
change in output angle will be approximately equal to 
6.25X 10 —~5, which is approximately equal to 
2 — 14 or plus or minus one in the 2 — 15 place. This 
indicates that for all ,cases the inaccuracy in x(t) and y(t) 
will be more signi?cant than the imprecision of the 
output of a l6-bit table. . 

Errors can occur in a special case that only arises for 
one of the four variations on the basic method described 
above. In the case of the 2's complement version of the 
single quadrant lookup and combine variation on the 
method, there is a step of converting the conditionally 
shifted values from 2’s complement to sign plus magni 
tude form. If one or both of the values for x(t) or y(t) are 
negative and equal to an integral (negative) power of 
two, such as 1.111110000000000 (-l/32) or 
1.111111111110000 (—1/2048), the method described 
above encounters a problem in the step of converting 
the negative 2’s complement number to a sign plus mag 
nitude number if this is accomplished by taking the 2’s 
complement of the 2’s complement number. 
For some applications it is acceptable to ignore this 

problem, since it occurs only a small percentage of the 
time. For an input length of N bits, this case arises only 
N-l times out of 2 N possible input values. In other 
applications, where this problem cannot be ignored, a 
means for identifying this special case can be used to 
watch for it and it can then be handled with an excep 
tion process. Such an exception process might consist of 
adding a single least signi?cant bit when this case is 
detected. Alternatively, one less shift can be performed 
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8 
for all cases, thereby avoiding the problem. But this 
approach results in a loss of resolution in the table 
lookup step. 

Referring now to FIGS. 2A and 2B, circuitry is 
shown for implementing the Shift, Truncate, 4-Quad 
rant Lookup Method with 2’s complement inputs. FIG. 
2A shows a generalized block diagram of a circuit to 
implement this variation on the method, while FIG. 2B 
shows a more speci?c implementation. 
FIG. 2A shows n-bit inputs of x(t) and y(t) being 

applied to the input of two means for holding and shift 
ing 200, 210. The means for holding and shifting 200, 
210 produce leading bits information for input to means 
for controlling shifting 220. The means for controlling 
shifting 220 compares the leading bits information from 
the two holding and shifting means 200, 210 and pro 
duces shift-left signals that implement the algorithms of 
the conditional shifting steps of the methods described 
above. The most signi?cant in bits of the shifted x(t) and 
y(t) values contained in the holding and shifting means 
200, 210 are output by those circuits and connected as 
address inputs to the 4~quadrant phase angle memory 
230, which produces the desired total phase angle at its 
output. 

In the more speci?c implementation shown in FIG. 
2B, the number of input bits is 32, and the means for 
holding and shifting are parallel shifters 200', 210'. The 
S0 outputs of the parallel shifters 200', 210' are the 
leading bits information in the form of a binary number 
representing the number of leading bits that are identi 
cal in the value of x(t) or y(t). This number is also the 
exponent of the value expressed in exponent and man 
tissa form. The 1K><4 PROM 220' provides the means 
for controlling shifting, providing a number on its out 
put that tells the parallel shifters 200, 210 how many 
times both values can be shifted without changing their 
ratio. These four bits of shift-left information are ap 
plied to the SI inputs of the parallel shifters 200’, 210’ to 
inform them of the amount of left shifting desired. 
The conditions for causing a shift to occur can be 

controlled by altering the contents of the PROM 220', 
but in this implementation the parallel shifters 200’, 210' 
will be directed to shift both values until they are both 
expressed in. terms of their smallest common exponent 
(largest common negative exponent). That is, the con 
tents of the PROM 220' correspond to the conditional 
shifting algorithm described above: “If the most signi? 
cant bit of each value is the same as the second most 
signi?cant bit of the corresponding value, shift both 
values left one bit. Repeat this step as many times as the 
most signi?cant bit and the second most signi?cant bit 
of both values match.” 
The algorithm of the conditional shifting step is 

stated as a sequential process logically, but it can be seen 
from the speci?c implementation shown in FIG. 2B and 
described above that the actual hardware can ascertain 
the number of leading bits that match and generate 
shifting instructions to accomplish the desired shifting 
in a process that is substantially parallel, thereby saving 
time. 

After the shifting is completed, the shifted and trun 
cated values of x(t) and y(t) are the outputs of holding 
and shifting means 200, 210. These are connected as 
address inputs to the 4-quadrant phase angle memory 
230, where they will access the desired phase angle 
stored in that memory. _ 
The Y outputs of the parallel shifters 200', 210’ shown 

in FIG. 2B are the most signi?cant bits of the shifted 
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value. When these two 8-bit truncated values are com 
bined to form an address, they are 16 bits wide and 
address a memory space of 64K. In the more general 
ized case shown in FIG. 2A, the memory 230 is of a 
length appropriate to an address length of 2><m. In the 
more speci?c version of the circuit shown in FIG. 2B, 
in is 8 bits, 2m is 16 bits, and the length of the phase 
PROM 230' is 64K. Each of the 8-bit truncated 2’s 
complement values includes one bit which is effectively 
a sign bit, so that the two 8-bit values including sign 
information are the logical equivalent of two 7-bit val 
ues without sign information, in that the 64K table they 
address has the same information as the 16K table de 
scribed above, but duplicated four times, once for each 
quadrant. The length of the phase PROM memory 230’ 
is 16 bits, which, as it was shown above, is a suitable 
length for providing suf?cient precision in the output of 
the lookup table. 

Referring now to FIG. 3A, in the single quadrant 
lookup and combine version of this circuit, again with 
2’s complement inputs, the holding and shifting means 

‘ 200, 210, the means for controlling’ shifting 220, and 
their interconnection, are identical to their counterparts 
in the 4-quadrant version shown in FIG. 2A and de 
scribed above. However, in this single-quadrant ver 
sion, instead of the m-bit (truncated) outputs of the 
holding and shifting means 200, 210 being applied di 
rectly to a lookup memory, these Z’s complement values 
are inputs to a pair of 2’s complement to sign/magnitude 
converter circuits 330, 340 which perform that function, 
producing sign and magnitude outputs for both values. 
The magnitude outputs of the 2’s complement to 

sign/magnitude converters 330, 340, which are m-l bits 
in length, are connected as address inputs to a single 
quadrant phase angle memory 350 which produces an 
angle from 0 to 90 degrees in response to their input. 
This angle and the sign bit outputs of the 2's comple 
ment to sign/magnitude converters 330, 340 are inputs 
to a angle supplementing means 360, which produces 
the resulting total phase angle at its output. 

Referring now to FIG. 313, a more speci?c implemen 
tation shows the single quadrant phase angle memory to 
be a l6K—l6 bit phase PROM 350’. 

Referring next to FIG. 4, a similar approach provides 
a circuit for implementing the single-quadrant lookup 
and combine variation on the method. This circuit is 
quite similar to the one shown in FIG. 3A, except that, 
because the input is now already in sign and magnitude 
form, the holding and shifting means 200, 210 operate 
only on the magnitude part of the values and no 2’s 
complement to sign/magnitude conversion is required 
since the sign bit is already available for direct connec 
tion to the quadrant and angle combining means 360. 

Referring next to FIG. 5, a circuit for performing the 
4-quadrant lookup method on sign and magnitude in 
puts resembles the circuit in FIG. 2A, except that, in 
stead of the sign information being implicit in the m-bits 
of output from the holding and shifting means 200, 210 
it is directly connected to the 4-quadrant phase angle 
memory address inputs, and the holding and shifting 
means 200, 210 operate on one less bit of magnitude 
only information. 
And, for both of these circuits that use sign plus mag 

nitude inputs, the shifting step is performed as many 
times as the most signi?cant bit of the magnitude por 
tion of both values are zeros. 

I claim: 
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1. A method for determining the instantaneous phase 

angle of a complex electronic signal described by two 
components, comprising the steps of: 

expressing a value of both components in terms of a 
lowest common exponent and resulting mantissas; 

truncating the mantissas of the values; 
forming an address from the truncated mantissas of 
both values; and 

?nding the phase angle by addressing a lookup table 
with the address. 

2. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the compo 
nent values each comprise sign and magnitude portions, 
the expressing and truncating steps operating on the 
magnitude portions and the address being formed from 
the sign portions as well as from the truncated magni 
tude portion of both values. 

3. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the compo 
nent values each comprise sign and magnitude portions, 
the expressing and truncating steps operating on the 
magnitude portions and the finding step comprises the 
steps of: 

looking up a single quadrant angle by addressing a 
lookup table with the address; and 

supplementing the single quadrant angle according to 
the signs of the two values to obtain the phase 
angle of the signal. 

4. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the compo 
nent values are in 2’s complement fractional form and 
the forming step is preceeded by a step of converting 
the truncated 2's complement values to sign and magni 
tude portions, and the forming step operates on the 
truncated mantissas of the magnitude portions of the 
values, and wherein the finding step comprises the steps 
Of: 

looking up a single quadrant angle by addressing a 
lookup table with the address; and 

supplementing the single quadrant angle according to 
the signs of the two values to obtain the phase 
angle of the signal. 

5. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the values 
are in 2’s complement fractional form and the express 
ing step comprises left shifting the values until the most 
signi?cant bit and the second most signi?cant bit are not 
the same. 

6. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the values 
are in sign and magnitude form, and the expressing, step 
comprises left shifting the magnitude portion of the 
values until the most signi?cant bit is not zero. 

7. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the trunca 
tion step comprises rounding off. 

8. A circuit for determining phase angle of a complex 
electrical signal having two components, comprising: 

first means for holding and shifting a binary number, 
having a binary value input, a shift number input, a 
leading bits information output, and a truncated 
value output, with the value of one of the compo 
nents as the binary value input; 

second means for holding and shifting a binary num 
ber, having a binary value input, a shift number 
input, a leading bits information output, and a trun 
cated value output, with the value of the other 
component as the binary value input; 

means for controlling shifting, having a ?rst input, a 
second input, a ?rst output, and a second output, 
with the leading bits information output of the first 
means for holding and shifting as the ?rst input, the 
leading bits information output of the second 
means for holding and shifting as the second input, 
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the ?rst output applied to the shift number input of 
the ?rst means for holding and shifting, and the 
second output applied to the shift number input of 
the second means for holding and shifting; and 

means for ?nding the angle, having an address input 
and a phase angle output, with the truncated value 
outputs of the ?rst and second means for holding 
and shifting supplying the address input and the 
phase angle of the complex electrical signal as the 
phase angle output. 

9. A circuit as recited in claim 8 wherein the values of 
the two components, the truncated value output of the 
?rst means for holding and shifting, and the truncated 
value output of the second means for holding and shift 
ing are absolute values and the sign bits associated with 
the two component values are applied to the address 
input of the means for ?nding. 

10. A circuit as recited in claim 8 wherein the ?nding 
means comprises a single quadrant phase angle memory 
portion and a quadrant and angle combining portion, 
the quadrant and angle combining portion having a 
sign-of-x input and a sign-of-y input, with the two com 
ponent value inputs to the holding and shifting means 
being magnitudes only and sign bits associated with 
these values being applied to the sign-of-x and sign-of-y 
inputs of the quadrant and angle combining portion of 
the ?nding means respectively. 

11. A circuit as recited in claim 8 wherein the values 
of the two components, the truncated value output of 
the ?rst means for holding and shifting, and the trun 
cated value output of the second means for holding and 
shifting are in 2’s complement fractional form, and the 
controlling shifting means causes left shifting to occur 
until the most signi?cant bit and the second most signi? 
cant bit of one of the values are not equal. 
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12. A circuit as recited in claim 11 wherein the con 

trolling shifting means and the ?nding means are pro 
grammable read-only memories. 

13. A circuit as recited in claim 8 wherein the ?nding 
means comprises a single quadrant phase angle memory 
portion and a quadrant and angle combining portion, 
the quadrant and angle combining portion having a 
sign-of-x input and a sign-of-y input, with the two com 
ponent value inputs to the holding and shifting means, 
the truncated value output of the ?rst means for holding 
and shifting, and the truncated value output of the sec 
ond means for holding and shifting being in 2’s comple 
ment fractional form, and the controlling shifting means 
causing left shifting to occur until the most signi?cant 
bit and the second most signi?cant bit of one of the 
values are not equal, and wherein the circuit for deter 
mining the phase angle further comprises a ?rst and 
second means for converting a 2’s complement number 
to a sign and magnitude representations, with the ?rst 
means for converting being disposed between the trun 
cated value output of the ?rst means for holding and 
shifting and the ?nding means to receive the truncated‘ 
value output and provide the corresponding magnitude 
to the finding means as part of the address input and the 
corresponding sign bit to the sign-of-x input of the 
quadrant and angle combining portion, and with the 
second means for converting being disposed between 
the truncated value output of the second means for 
holding and shifting and the ?nding means to receive 
the truncated value output and provide the correspond 
ing magnitude to the ?nding means as part of the ad 
dress input and the corresponding sign bit to the sign 
of-y input of the quadrant and angle combining portion. 

14. A circuit as recited in claim 13 wherein the con 
trolling shifting means and the single quadrant phase 
angle memory portion of the finding means are pro 
grammable read-only memories. 
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